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Exam user guide for teachers
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Web information:
Information on e-exams at Åbo Akademi University: www.abo.fi/stodenhet/en/etent
Information for students: www.abo.fi/student/en/etent
Logging in to Exam:
www.abo.fi/personal/en/ > Tools > Exam
www.abo.fi/student/en/ > Tools > Exam
Administrator at Åbo Akademi University: Tove Forslund, larandestod@abo.fi

1 Introduction
1.1 General information on electronic exam
E-exam stands for electronic exam. This is a software that enables students to write their exams on a
computer in a room equipped with video surveillance. The software is called Exam.
E-exams offer students more flexibility. The software enables students to write exams in a faster
pace and at more flexible times, which makes scheduling of the exams with lectures, other exams
and work easier.
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The teacher creates either a Personal exam for a specific student/specific students or a General
exam for his/her course.
The exams can be created either so, that all the questions remain the same, every time a student
takes the exam or so, that the software randomizes the questions for each student. In the latter, the
teacher has to create a larger set of questions to the Question library.
The exam is open for the period the teacher has determined, during which the students can take the
exam. This means that not all students will take the exam at the same time. The assessment time is 3
weeks.
Student can have one valid calendar reservation for each exam at one time. The teacher can
determine how many times the student may take the exam before assessment.
The teacher who created the exam has the access to his/hers own exams and questions. If you add
your colleague as examiner to your exam, he/she will also see the questions.
There is video surveillance in the exam rooms. Research and Education Services at ÅAU and
Educational Development and Counselling Services at the University of Turku are responsible for
the video surveillance.

1.2 What do students have do to in order to take an e-exam?
The students do the following in order to take an e-exam:
- Register for an electronic exam (by searching for exams in the Exam software or by clicking
a direct link to an exam)
- Check that his/her student card is activated for the e-exam rooms
- Arrive at the e-exam room (and leave all belongings outside in the locker) and log onto the
computer that the exam software has randomly chosen for the student
- Complete the exam
- In case of a problem: The student fill in a form
- Wait for feedback/grades via the exam software.

Information for students: www.abo.fi/student/en/etent - see information on e-exams in
Exam-software

2 Logging in
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Logging in to Exam:
www.abo.fi/personal/en/ > Tools > Exam
Direct link: exam.utu.fi
The Dashboard shows Active exams (open exams incl. exams waiting for assessment), Unassessed
exams (exams waiting for assessment), Archived exams and Drafts (exams that are not yet opened
for the students). By clicking at the name of the exam the summary page of each exam opens up.
The page has information of submissions in the assessment process, Assessed submissions and
registered study attainments.

3. Creating exam questions
There are four question-options:
- Essay question
- Fill-in exercise
- Multiple choice question (one correct answer)
- Multiple choice question (several correct answers)
You can create questions from scratch for a specific exam (Dashboard > Create new exam) or to the
Question library. Question library is a pool of questions created earlier.
Click Create new question.
When you choose type of question, more alternatives open.
Essay questions:
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Response length in
words
(recommendation)

Give response length in words (not mandatory, but recommended)
-The recommended length is a recommendation and does not prevent the
student to write shorter or longer answers.

Grading scale

Choose the preferred grading scale (points or pass/fail)

Question maximum
grade

Choose the preferred maximum grade.

Owners of the
question

You can add a colleague who can use the same question in his/her exams.

Question attachment

Every question may have one attachment, e.g. a pdf or a picture. Please note that
the attachment is in such a format, that it can be opened on the exam computer.
A picture can only be added as an attachment, not inserted into the question.

Question instructions This will appear to the student as reading the question
Evaluation criteria
(not visible for
students)

These are teachers own notes, not visible for students

Add a tag

The tags help you to find exam questions in Question library. Tags are a sort of
categories. Add one tag at a time

3.1 Create a multiple choice question (one correct answer)
Cf. the instructions for essay questions but please note:
• Add answer options
• Mark one answer as the right answer
• Add a maximum grade for the question
Choose Create new question

3.2 Create a multiple choice question (several correct answers)

Cf. the instructions for essay questions but please note:
1. Add answer options and choose amount of points for each answer
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-The points can be negative
- The points can have decimals
2. Check that the student can’t get points by choosing all options. In the evaluation the total will not be
negative, so the student will at least get 0 (zero)

3.3 Create fill-in exercises
1: Fill in the text in the editor
2: Place the cursor on the right place in the text
3: Choose the green “marker”
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Choose the correct answer
1) Write the correct answer with “|” Cat | catlike
2) Use * if the beginning or the end of the word does
not matter. Eg. Cat*|Catlike
3) Define if the answer is case sensitive
4) Define if the answer is numeric

This will be the teachers view

4. Creating a new exam
Click Dashboard and choose Create new exam
Choose Exam type (maturity test is not used at ÅAU)
•

General Exam is an exam that is open for anyone to book in the software
o The teacher sees the current state of the bookings and unrevised exam answers in Exam, and
gets a weekly briefing every Monday with the same information
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•

Personal Exam Can be addressed to specific students
o Note: to be able to create a personal exam to one or multiple specific students (that only the
specific student can access) it is required for the student to have logged in at least once to
exam.utu.fi
o The student will receive an e-mail when they can book a time for the exam. The teacher will
receive an e-mail when the student has finished the exam.
o No other students can take the exam.
o After the exam has been published, the teacher can’t add mote students to the exam.
o A student can take a personal exam only once (in case of no-shows, the teacher can choose to
create a new copy for the student).

Attach the exam to a course. You search for courses on the course name or course code (put "ÅA-" in front of
the course code found in Peppi).
The Registration link that teachers can give to students will be created automatically. (Students can also
search for general exams by logging into Exam)

Fill in the basic information of the exam:

Exam name*

The name of the course and period/year (note that multiple exams can be
created during the same teaching period, so give an unambiguous name to the
exam). For all personal exams it is recommended to choose the name of the
course + the name of the student or student number + e.g. the teaching
period/year (so that the teacher can easily know what exam it is).

Exam language

Choose the language. The choice does not affect the interface language.

Type of examination:

Choose Partial or Whole course grade (default)

Grading scale

Examiners

If you want to grant your colleague rights to the exam (editing, assessing,
grading), add him / her here.
Note! The added person has to have teacher’s status. If the teacher can’t be
found in the software, ask him /her to log in to exam.utu.fi

Evaluators

If the assessment needs another person, add him / her here.
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Software to be used as
answering
Exam attachment

Instructions visible for
the students during the
exam:
Instructions visible
during the exam
booking

Note! The added person has to have teacher’s status. The evaluator sees
completed exams and can assess answers, but only the examiner may edit the
exam and give grades. If the teacher can’t be found in the software, ask him /her
to log in to exam.utu.fi
Choose software that is available for the students when answering (Note! Check
that the software is available in the exam room!)
You can add one general attachment (NOT web links) to the exam e.g.
mathematical formulas and one to each question.
Allowed formats: pdf, word, pictures,
Write here the instructions meant for students during the exam, e.g. how many
questions are needed to be answered.
EXAMPLE “This is your personal exam. It consists of five multiple choice
questions and three essay questions. Answer all the given questions/Choose one
out the given essay topic to answer.”
Write here the instructions meant for students during booking the exam.
EXAMPLE” Choose the Computers 1-2 as making reservations. / You can book
a new exam time after your previous exam has been assessed.”

Click the Question tab
Add exam questions
Tick Randomize questions if you want to randomize the questions in a specific section.
NB! You cannot choose this alternative until there are at least two questions in the section.
You can add a new question (see above) or a question from the question bank.
When you click to add question from the question bank, a list of questions opens. You can sort the questions
according to Study period/Exam/Tag.
Tick the questions you want to add.
Scroll down in order to save or cancel.
Preview the exam by clicking the Preview exam button in the left corner at the bottom of the page;
Here you get the student view of the exam.
Note! If using Randomize questions, you just see one of the questions in the preview.

5 Publish the exam
To publish an exam, click the tab Publish. After publishing the exam the student can se that the exam exists,
and book a slot for the exam. (The student can book a time one month in advance, and only take the exam
during the timeslot the exam is open)
General exam:
- The link to the exam can be given to the students in e.g. Moodle
- The students can also search for the exam using the name of the exam or the teacher when logged in
to Exam.
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Personal exam:
- Choose the specific student/students for the exam. (the student has to have been logged in at least
once before)
- The software sends out an automatic link via e-mail to the specific student/students. (Note that
personal exams are single-use)
Here you decide on
- the Exam period (the time period when the students can take the exam)
- Exam duration (55/115/175/235 minutes).
- Number of attempts before assessment: Choose 1-5 or infinite.
When the exam has been published the students can see that the exam exists and he/she can book a time for
the exam.
(The student can book one month in advance and he/she can take the exam only during the time period
when the exam is open.)
Add the link of the General exam and information of its availability e.g. into the course home page Moodle.
The students can also search for the exam when logging into Exam.
If it is a Personal exam the student receives an e-mail with the link.

6 Exam assessment
6.1 Where do I find the answers for the exams?
You can assess the exam in the software. Once a week (Monday mornings) the software sends a summary of
reservations and exams to be evaluated. The teacher can also log on to Exam and finds this information on
the Dashboard > the tab Unassessed exam
General exam:
- As long as the exam period is in progress the answers can be found on the Dashboard under Active
exams
- After the exam period, you can find the exams on the Dashboard under Unassessed exams
Personal exam:
- Every time a student finishes a personal exam, the teacher gets an e-mail
- As long as the exam period is active, and there are still students who haven’t finished the exam, the
answers can be found on the Dashboard
Unassessed exams
- When all students have finished the exam, you can find the exams on Dashboard under Unassessed
exams
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6.2 Automatic assessment (Multiple choice questions)
Automatic assessment is put in to use when you create the exam under the Publish tab.
Fill in the percentage of the total amount of credentials. For pass/fail, it is enough to choose the
percent required for a passed credential.
Choose when the assessment will become available for the students:
• Immediately when the exam is finished
• A specific date
• X amount of days after the exam is finished.

Automatic assessment cannot be used for essay questions, only for multiple choice questions.

7 Edit, re-open and copy exams etc.
To edit the exam, go to Active exams. Click at the name of the exam to open and edit it.
The questions and the exam period can be edited although the exam has been published. After a student has
signed up for the exam, editing possibilities are limited, amongst other things shortening of the exam period
is not possible. The software informs you if editing is not possible.
The editing of questions does not affect the exams already taken, but it affects coming exams (e.g. exams
reserved but not yet started).

When an exam has closed, it can be found under the tab Archived exams. The teacher can re-open
it by clicking the name of the exam and the tab Publish. Change the date in the calendar.
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You can copy an exam and make changes to it.

If a student has reserved time for a personal exam but not shown up for it or if the student needs to
retake the exam, the examiner must make a new copy of the original exam (i.e. a new direct link to
the exam is created).

8 Reservations
Under Reservation, the teacher can follow reservations for their exams
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